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Welcome to Focus on Faculty
CLACS is pleased to bring you a new issue of Focus on Faculty. The CLACS faculty community comprises
over 140 Brown faculty members in the humanities, natural sciences, social sciences, public health, and
medical school, all of whom work on Latin America, the Caribbean, and/or Latinx topics (see page 12
for a complete list of CLACS faculty affiliates). Focus on Faculty is our annual celebration of the research,
pedagogy, and public engagement of our colleagues. This issue highlights exciting scholarship and teaching
by CLACS-affiliated faculty on topics ranging from government accountability, to the effects of air travel
on literature, to boxing and culture. We invite you to contact us if you would like to be interviewed or
have news to share for our next issue, and to visit our website to look back at previous editions of Focus
on Faculty. Thank you for your support of CLACS!
Jessaca Leinaweaver
Director, Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies
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Faculty Spotlight

Erica Durante

Erica Durante, Visiting Associate Professor of Latin American and Caribbean Studies, discusses her new
monograph, archival research, reading group on cultural production in contemporary Latin America, as well as
the challenges of teaching an introductory course on Latin America.
CLACS: You are completing a new monograph titled Destination Global: Air Travel in Contemporary Film and
Fiction. What are some of the main themes you explore in this book?
Erica: Over the past years, my research has
focused on the effect of globalization on
literature across the world. I have explored
the impact of globalization on the writings
of prominent contemporary authors
from regions of the Global South, such as
Francophone Africa, the French Caribbean,
and Latin America, highlighting common
socio-economic paradigms such as inequality,
interdependence, and mobility.
In these pursuits, a consistent part of my
research has focused on hypermobility as a
particular pattern of cultural globalization.
The constant presence of today’s “air world,”
as a significant narrative setting, defining an
original spatiality and temporality unique to contemporary fiction, has led me to devote my scholarly efforts to this
specific societal space of global flows, encounters, and stories. Through the interdisciplinary analysis of dozens of
recent sources spanning novels, short stories, and films, with additional references to poetry and songs as well as
TV series and commercials, the book will illustrate the increasing and largely inescapable presence of air travel in
the current global lifestyle and cultural imaginary.
Based upon a comprehensive exploration of a wide range of sources across different languages, cultures, and regions
around the world, my monograph will provide a global comparative study of contemporary “aeromobility,” as
reflected in literary and cinematic fiction over the past thirty years. Emphasis will be placed on Spanish and Latin
American writers such as J. Carrión (Spain), R. Fresán (Argentina), A. Fuguet (Chile), S. Gamboa (Colombia), and
J. Villoro (Mexico) who have repeatedly located their characters and novels in a permanent aerial displacement
across the world.
The book will not only provide a novel perspective on contemporary international fiction, but will attempt to fill
an important gap in the study of globalization within literary and film studies. Indeed, thus far, existing research
has primarily focused on demonstrating how the process of globalization redefines literature and cinema in terms
of production, distribution, and reception. My book takes a step further and considers how globalization, through
the dramatic increase in air mobility and development of the air world, has reconfigured the poetics and writing
of international contemporary fiction. In light of the complexity of this phenomenon, Destination Global adopts
an interdisciplinary perspective, combining fundamental insights on the study of air travel from a wide range of
disciplines, including sociology, anthropology, geography, architecture, and contemporary philosophy.
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CLACS: In addition to your book, what other research have you recently conducted?
Erica: Nearly a decade ago, funded by the Rockefeller Center for Latin American Studies at Harvard University, I
explored the archive of the Argentinian writer Jorge Luis Borges and compiled the edition of his personal library
catalog. This private collection contains three thousand books, spanning a wide range of subjects and disciplines,
with authentic handwritten annotations and writing drafts. This personal library is particularly valuable since the
majority of Borges’ archive has unfortunately been dispersed.
In the context of this archival research, I have explored the interesting
nexus between Borges’ writing process and reading practices as reflected
by the marginalia found in his personal library. Using the methodology
of genetic criticism, in a forthcoming essay, I analyze Borges’ autograph
reading notes contained in his personal copy of Der Golem by Gustav
Meyrink. While reading this novel, Borges drafted a book project on the
myth of the Doppelgänger. Although he never completed this project,
the references listed in his marginalia demonstrate how his readings
progressively nourished his fiction and poetry related to the double self.
My essay further suggests that the genetic material constituted by the
marginalia is a significant scientific tool for the study of the sources of
influence in the literary creative process.
CLACS: Are you currently involved in any collaborative projects here at
Brown or elsewhere that you would like to share with us?
Erica: Four years ago, I launched an international project aimed at mapping
the existence of archives and private collections of Latin American
writers and artists across Latin America, the Caribbean and around the world. Orbescrito is designed to provide
scholars from the fields of Latin American and Caribbean studies, Linguistics, and Comparative Literature with
information about the locations and content of Latin American archives and thus to contribute to the preservation
and valorization of precious Latin American cultural and documentary heritage, while fostering research in the
study of writing and creative processes.
Several institutions have joined the initiative both in Latin America (National University of La Plata and the
University of Misiones in Argentina) and in Europe (Centre de Recherches Latino-Américaines, in France). And
now that I am here at Brown, CLACS has joined this collaborative research platform as well.
CLACS: You are co-leading a faculty-student reading group this year on Women, Violence, and Cultural Production
in Contemporary Latin America. What are you looking forward to exploring in the spring semester with this group?
Erica: The CLACS interdisciplinary reading group that I am co-leading with Elizabeth Gray (PhD Student in
Comparative Literature and holder of a Graduate School Interdisciplinary Opportunity fellowship at CLACS
during 2017-18) reflects on theoretical and artistic responses to forms of violence against women in presentday Latin America. Bringing together faculty and students from a range of disciplines in the Humanities and
Social Sciences, this interdisciplinary reading group aims to establish a collaborative research environment in
which participants could benefit from intellectual exchange centered on a broad spectrum of theories and cultural
productions. Through readings, discussions, and presentations by faculty and artists, the group examines how
scholars and creators represent and challenge ongoing conditions of gender-based violence in Latin America.
Our meetings thus far have been devoted to “Reproductive Rights and Health Justice in the Global South,” and
“Domesticity and Violence in Latin America.” While choosing these topics for our discussions, our purpose was to
compare the current Latin American context with analogous circumstances occurring in other peripheral
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post-colonial settings in which women
have been equally overexploited and
abused. In particular, our first guest,
Françoise Vergès, emphasized the
importance of denationalizing and
decolonizing women’s narratives
and feminism across the world, and
transcending the Eurocentric white
perspective by including the work of
Black and chicana feminists.
The uniqueness of the group stems
from its focus on contemporary
cultural production (novels, poetry,
films, performances) that portrays this
issue from an artistic perspective. Thus
far, our discussions have been inspired
by contemporary literary and cinematic works such as the film La teta asustada (The Milk of Sorrow) by Peruvian
filmmaker Claudia Llosa and the “arpilleras” movement in Chile during Pinochet’s dictatorship. In the Spring
semester, the group is exploring issues related to “Biopolitics and Beauty in Latin America,” “Commodification of
Women’s Bodies in Illicit Transnational Networks” as well as “Femicides and Necro-Politics.”
CLACS: This semester you are teaching Introduction to Latin America. How do you determine what content to
include or exclude when teaching an introductory course on such a diverse and complex region?
Erica: In light of the cultural and human
diversity as well as the complex political and
institutional transitions that have characterized
this area of the world in the course of human
history, it has been indeed rather challenging
to design a new introductory course to Latin
America. In particular, the difficulty has been to
select representative samples of pre- and postColumbian cultures, historical events, political
junctures, and literary and artistic productions
that would highlight the unique characteristics
and the cultural complexity of this region.
I have ultimately structured the course around
three main themes that capture the central
features of the region: Diversity, Nature and
Habitats, and Instability. Considering the
interdisciplinary nature of the subject, I have Photo: Introduction to Latin America course reading list
designed the course so as to provide students
with the opportunity to reflect upon Latin America from a wide range of perspectives, combining knowledge from
the fields of anthropology, economics, history, political science, literature, musicology and arts. Further, I have
integrated five guest lectures that permit students to benefit from the insights of scholars that have contributed
to the understanding of Latin America from different perspectives, and I have exposed students to the valuable
historical documents and resources related to Latin America that are preserved in the collections of the John
Carter Brown Library, the John Hay Library, and the Haffenreffer Museum of Anthropology.
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From Reading Boxing to Teaching at Brown
A Conversation with Professor Luis Miguel Estrada Orozco
--By Jazmin I. Piche (‘19), Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies/CLACS Undergraduate Fellow-Entering his second semester as a Postdoctoral Fellow in International Humanities at Brown University’s Cogut
Institute for the Humanities, Estrada Orozco hopes to turn his doctoral dissertation into a manuscript while teaching
Brown students about the significance of sports in relation to Latin
American national narratives, politics, race, and gender.
Finding time to write becomes more difficult as your
professional life grows; however, if you don’t write, you don’t
grow as an author. This is a struggle Luis Miguel Estrada Orozco
faced while working in his home country of Mexico. Following
the example of authors such as Ernest Hemingway and Julio
Cortázar, he decided to take a side job as a sports writer. The
experience proved to be enlightening. “You work with different
points of views, different characters, and different narratives.
The more I wrote about boxing, the more I realized I had to
go back for research, dates, characters from history, and how
things developed over time.”
In his dissertation, Estrada Orozco discusses why he believes
boxing, as popular and culturally important as it is, rarely has
nonfiction novels. The intelligentsia established the construction
of national identity in Mexico. They regarded popular products such as sports with contempt in spite of the fact
sports were in the dialogue of the nation. “Despite being in pop culture, cinema, magazines, sports were still very
distant from literary circles. Sports did not permeate completely into national identity until 20th century, and not
into literature until after the 1968 Olympics in Mexico. It was a time of open challenges to the government, with one
of their responses being a student massacre.” He concluded his summary with an analogy for national construction.
In the circus, everyone pays attention to the main stage. Yet, around and behind the stage, there is bustling activity
supporting the main stage and also allowing the backstage hands their moment to shine. The complete picture
must be seen to fully appreciate the spectacle.

“You work with different points
of views, different characters, and
different narratives. The more I wrote
about boxing, the more I realized I
had to go back for research, dates,
characters from history...”

Estrada Orozco looked to the United States for a PhD
after receiving his Undergraduate and Master’s degrees in
Mexico. He matriculated into a PhD program in Spanish at
the University of Cincinnati and began his studies in the fall
of 2013. It was his first time living outside of Mexico. “The
community in Cincinnati is historically very diverse. There
were many German immigrants and very powerful African
communities. There were also noticeable influences of Appalachian, Italian, and Irish cultures. Geographically,
everything was so close, and there was also a lot of open space. The history of city and communities living there
were also so varying but incredible to learn.” His program at the University of Cincinnati lasted four years. In 2017,
he moved to Providence following his acceptance to the Cogut Institute as a Postdoctoral Fellow in International
Humanities, funded by the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation. He is also affiliated with the Department of Hispanic
Studies and CLACS, which jointly support the position.
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Losing track of time is a great sign of how successful his course on Sports in Latin America, registered as HISP
1371B, has been with Brown students. The Fall course studied soccer, boxing, baseball and lesser-known sports
such as ultra-marathons and women’s wrestling in relation to Latin American national narratives, politics, race,
and gender. It also studied the representation of and discourse concerning sports in various forms of media.
“Most days I see active participation from the students. I often lose track of time because everyone speaks up to
share different views from their peers and myself. To be honest I never suspected the huge amount of interest
the students consistently display; I thought there might have been a period of slack where I’d really have to show
everyone how compelling the material is.”
As Estrada Orozco sees it, the future is full of possibilities. After finishing his Sports in Latin America
course in the fall, Estrada Orozco is teaching again
in the spring semester, this time focusing on the
Latin American diaspora in the US. The course is
designed to bridge academic learning about Hispanic/Latino culture and volunteer work in agencies
serving Hispanics in Providence. Although Estrada
Orozco has just begun his fellowship at Brown, he
has already grown attached. “My original plan was to
use this opportunity as a stepping stone for position
somewhere else. But now I have found Brown as one
of the most fascinating places. What distinguishes
it from other institutions are the interactions I have
with the students, the many departments, and my
colleagues. It’s amazing! Hopefully I’ll stay!” Given
his accomplishments thus far, it will be exciting to
see how Estrada Orozco makes the most of his time
with the university.

Research Highlights
Rebecca Weitz-Shapiro Spends the Year at MIT
Rebecca Weitz-Shapiro, Associate Professor of Political Science, is

spending the 2017-2018 academic year as a visiting scholar at the MIT
GOV/LAB and Political Science department. There, she is working on
three separate projects that explore government accountability and
performance. One project, in collaboration with Matthew S. Winters
from the University of Illinois and Aimee Bourassa, a graduate student
at Brown, explores how citizens understand and respond to low-level,
“petty” corruption they may experience at the hands of bureaucrats.
This is a new layer in Weitz-Shapiro’s larger ongoing research into the
conditions that lead citizens to punish corrupt officials. A second project explores how political knowledge and
political sophistication can be understood and conceptualized in relatively young, middle and lower-income
democracies. Finally, a third project, part of an ongoing collaboration with an Argentine government body, uses
a field experiment to understand the effectiveness of different forms of bureaucratic oversight. While at the MIT
GOV/LAB, Weitz-Shapiro is also participating in a number of workshops and seminars on related themes. You can
read more about her research and her stay at the MIT GOV/LAB here: http://www.mitgovlab.org/news/punishingpoliticians-and-petty-corruption/
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Paja Faudree Researches the Rise of Digital Activism in Mexico

Logo used for the “Encuentro de Activismo Digital” conferences held in Oaxaca, 2016-17

Paja Faudree, Associate Professor of Anthropology, has been advancing a research project focusing on political

activism, indigenous languages, and digital media in Mexico. Her research will be detailed in a new book
titled CyberRevival: Indigenous Languages and “Digital Activism” in Mexico. Based on ethnographic interviews,
participant observation, archival research, and media analysis, the book makes visible the largely unheralded rise
of “digital activism” in Mexico and the profound consequences of this development for the political standing of
indigenous people as well as for academic research. The book views “digital activism” as the emergence of novel
and evolving ways that indigenous people use digital media to promote the vitality of their languages – thus
taking a deliberately capacious perspective that encompasses activities ranging from the apparently quotidian
to the aggressively political. The book argues that through these diverse means of embracing new media, people
are subverting received narratives about the place of indigenous people in the digital future while simultaneously
transforming the possibilities for indigenous activism. In collaboration with regional leaders, Professor Faudree is
designing a publication for local audiences that documents the emergence of song authorship in Mazatec and its
unique place in national language revival efforts – a history that, ironically, is being erased by precisely the use of
digital media that boosted the movement’s popularity.

In the Loop: News from our Colleagues
Luiz F. Valente, Professor of Portuguese and Brazilian Studies and Comparative Literature, traveled to Brazil

in September 2017 at the invitation of the Catholic University of Rio de Janeiro (PUC-Rio) to participate in an
international symposium on the Future of the Humanities. His talk was entitled “Dissidence and the Critical
Humanities.”

Jill Kuhnheim, Visiting Professor of Hispanic Studies, whose teaching involves linking the humanities to medicine in a Spanish American context, is teaching a new class in the spring focusing on “Health Illness, and Medicine
in Spanish American Literature and Film” (HISP 750Q).
Dr. Simin Liu, Professor of Epidemiology, in the 2017 American Heart Association meeting, met with Dr. Paulo
A Lotufo, PI of ELSA Brazil to strategize and discuss continued follow-up of this unique national resource for
Brown-Brazil Initiative in Global Cardiometabolic Health.
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Join us in welcoming our Craig M. Cogut Visiting Professors of
Latin American Studies who are in residence at CLACS and teaching
LACA courses during the spring semester.
Vicente Lecuna is an Associate Professor at Universidad Central de Venezuela
where he served as Chair (2008-2015), and the Executive President of the Board
of Prodiseño, School of Visual Communication. He researches and publishes on
topics ranging from populism and violence to urban design and contemporary
narratives in Latin America. Lecuna’s recent research has been focused on the
construction of space; specifically the architecture of the Venezuelan violent
state through Parque Central, a massive residential and commercial complex
built in downtown Caracas in the 1970s. Focusing on cultural production such
as literature, photography, visual artwork, film, music, and theater that relate
to or represent Parque Central, Lecuna shows that this complex functions as a
living symbol of state-sponsored middle-class creation. During the spring 2018
semester he is teaching a course titled “Latin American Urban Interventions”
(LACA 1503J).
Lucas González is a researcher at the National Council for Scientific and

Technical Research (CONICET) and professor at the Universidad Nacional
de San Martín and Universidad Católica in Argentina. His current research
interests are federalism, redistribution, and the political economy of
redistributive transfers. He holds a PhD in political science at the University
of Notre Dame. During the spring 2018 semester he is teaching a course
titled “Fiction and Methods in Social Research: Debates on Inequality,
Poverty, and Violence” (LACA 1503I).

Evelyn Hu-Dehart, Professor of History and American Studies, is teaching for the Brown-administered study

abroad program in Barcelona, CASA Barcelona, during the spring 2018 semester. She is teaching a seminar in
Spanish on Latin American, North African and Chinese Immigrants to Barcelona and Spain. Visitors from CLACS
faculty are welcome!
On November 9, 2017, Evelyn Hu-Dehart was invited by
Jinan University of Guangdong Province, China to inaugurate
their Latin American Studies Research Center. The Center
focuses on scientific research, consultations, talent cultivation,
and international exchange as required by China’s Ministry
of Education’s Department of International Cooperation and
Exchanges to make it South China’s most important research
center in the field.
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Journal Publications & Book Chapters
Geri Agusto, “A língua não deve nos separar.” In Denise Carrascoza (Ed.), Traduzindo no Atlântico Negro: Cartas
Naúticas Afrodiaspóricas para Travessias Literárias. Editora Ogum’s Toques Negros, February 2017
Erica Durante, “The Caribbean as a Crossbreeding of Transnationalisms: Carpentier, Walcott, Glissant and
Benítez Rojo.” Literary Transnationalism(s). Eds. Theo D’haen & Dagmar Vandebosch. Leiden/Boston/
Singapore: Brill, 2018 (forthcoming)
Omar Galárraga, “Punto Seguro: A Randomized Controlled Pilot Using Conditional Economic Incentives
to Reduce Sexually Transmitted Infection Risks in Mexico” with Sosa-Rubí SG, Kuo C, Gozalo P, González
A, Saavedra B, Gras-Allain N, Conde-Glez CJ, Olamendi-Portugal M, Mayer KH, Operario D. AIDS Behav.
Dec;21(12):3440-3456 2017
Andrew Laird, “Classical Letters and Millenarian Madness in Post-Conquest Mexico: The Ecstasis of Fray
Cristóbal Cabrera (1548)”, International Journal of the Classical Tradition, vol. 24, no. 1, 78-108, 2017
Andrew Laird, “A Mirror for Mexican Princes: the Latin Source for the Nahuatl Translation of Aesop’s Fables,”
Brief Forms in Medieval and Renaissance Hispanic Literature, Barry Taylor and Alejandro Coroleu, Cambridge
Scholars Publishing, 2017
Jessaca Leinaweaver, “The Unsustainability of Transnational Adoption in La Vergüenza.” Adoption & Culture
5:29-48, 2017
Julio Ortega, “A Postnational Critique of Language: the Baroque Algorithm,” in Heike Scharm and Natalia Matta
Jara, eds. ImagiNations: Postnational Perspectives on Contemporary Hispanic Fiction. University Press of Florida,
pp. 69-86, 2017
Julio Ortega, “Crónica de Medellín,” in Revista de la Universidad de Antioquia, Colombia, oct-dic 2017, pp.55-59
Luiz F. Valente, “Glauber Rocha: entre o cinema e a poesia,” Ofício múltiplo: poetas em outras artes, ed. Joana
Matos Frias, Pedro Eiras and Rosa Martelo. University of Porto, 2017
Luiz F. Valente, “Euclides da Cunha and the José de Alencar Tradition,” Review: Literature and Arts of the
Americas 92/93, vol. 49: 15-21

Image: Book cover of Traduzindo no Atlântico Negro
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CLACS Bookshelf: New & Forthcoming Releases

Leticia Alvarado, Abject Performances: Aesthetic Strategies in Latino Cultural Production. Duke University

Press, May 2018.

Erica Durante and Amaury Dehoux. Le double: littérature, arts, cinéma. Honoré Champion, Paris, April 2018.
Matthew Gutmann, Os Significados das Masculinidades em uma Colonia Popular na Cidade do México (em

português). Portuguese translation of The Meanings of Macho (University of California Press, 1996/2006) by
Universidade Federal Fluminense, 2017.

Patsy Lewis (Editor), Terri-Ann Gilbert-Roberts (Editor), and Jessica Byron (Editor) Pan-Caribbean
Integration Beyond CARICOM. Routledge, December 2017. (20% discount w/ code FLR40 at checkout)

Julio Ortega, Nuevo Relato Mexicano. Lima, PEISA, 2017
Ralph Rodriguez, Latinx Literature Unbound: Undoing Ethnic Expectation. Fordham University Press, May

2018.

Andrew Scherer (Editor) and Vera Tiesler (Editor). Smoke, Flame, and the Human Body in Mesoamerican
Ritual Practice. Dumbarton Oaks Research Library and Collection, June 2018.

Patricia Ybarra, Latinx Theater in the Times of Neoliberalism. Northwestern University Press, November 2017.
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Faculty Affiliates
Africana Studies
Geri Augusto
Anthony Bogues
Anani Dzidzienyo
Patsy Lewis
Brian Meeks
Keisha-Khan Perry
Besenia Rodriguez
American Studies
Leticia Alvarado
Monica Martinez
Kevin Escudero
Ralph Rodriguez
Mariaelena Huambachano
Felicia Salinas-Moniz
Anthropology
Lynnette Arnold
Alyce de Carteret
Paja Faudree
Matthew Gutmann
Stephen Houston
Jessaca Leinaweaver
Andrew Scherer
Parker VanValkenburgh
Archeology and the
Ancient World
John Cherry
Matthew Reilly
Biology
Christopher de Graffenried
Amanda Jamieson
Gary Wessel
Classics
Andrew Laird
Cognitive, Linguistic, and
Psychological Sciences
Scott AnderBois
Cogut Center for the
Humanities
Iris Montero
Luis Miguel Estrada Orzoco
Comparative Literature
Forrest Gander
Esther Whitfield
Ecology and Evolutionary
Biology
Mark Bertness
Erika Edwards
Fred Jackson
Stephen Porder

Economics
Pedro Dal Bó
Andrew Foster
Justine Hastings

Studies
Erica Durante
Lucas Gonzales
Vicente Lecuna

Education
Daniel Bisaccio
Andrea Flores
David Rangel

Literary Arts
Colin Channer

Environmental Studies
Dawn King
French Studies
Pierre Saint-Amand
Geological Sciences
Karen Fischer
Alberto Saal
Hispanic Studies
Laura Bass
Michelle Clayton
Eva Gómez García
Jill Kuhnheim
Felipe Martínez Pinzón
Stephanie Merrim
Julio Ortega
Nidia Schuhmacher
Victoria Smith
Silvia Sobral
Sarah Thomas
Mercedes Vaquero
History
R. Douglas Cope
Roquinaldo Ferreira
Linford Fisher
James Green
Evelyn Hu-Dehart
Jennifer Lambe
Jeremy Mumford
Amy Remensnyder
Daniel Rodriguez

Marine Biology Lab
Christopher Neil
Music
Matthew McGarrell
Joshua Tucker
Political Science
Peter Andreas
Robert Blair
Jeff Colgan
Juliet Hooker
Richard Locke
Richard Snyder
Rebecca Weitz-Shapiro
Portuguese and Brazilian
Studies
Onésimo Almeida
Maria Pacheco
Leonor Simas-Almeida
Patricia Sobral
Luiz Valente

Watson Institute
Andrew Blackadar
Steve Bloomfield
Claudia Elliott
Peter Evans
Jennifer Greenburg
Alex Nading
Stephen Kinzer
Barbara Stallings

Public Health
Timothy Empkie
Omar Galarraga
Matthew Mimiaga
Religious Studies
Thomas Lewis

International Advancement
Joshua Taub

Sociology
Patrick Heller
Paget Henry
José Itzigsohn
David Lindstrom
John Logan
Laura Lopez-Sanders
Timmons Roberts
Andrew Schrank
Leah VanWey

John Carter Brown Library
Neil Safier
Kenneth Ward

Theatre Arts and
Performance Studies
Patricia Ybarra

John Hay Library
Patricia Figueroa
Holly Snyder
Latin American and Caribbean

Warren Alpert Medical School
Bruce Becker
Joseph Bliss
Jeffrey Borkan

History of Art and Architecture
Itohan Osaiymwese

Suzanne de la Monte
Joseph Diaz
David Egilman
Mark Fagan
Timothy Flanigan
John Foggle
Roberta Goldman
Cornelius Granai
Emily Harrison
Rami Kantor
Michael Lepore
Barry Lester
Simin Liu
Stephen McGarvey
Amy Nunn
Pablo Rodriguez
Peter Simon
Barbara Stonestreet
Patrick Vivier
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